
Germany’s Luz Long has been long credited with helping his American Competitor and brilliant all-
around athlete Jesse Owns win the Gold Medal in the Long Jump at the 1936 Olympic Games in
Berlin. After Owens failed on his first two attempts to qualify for the final, where he would be
favourite, Long – who had already qualified – gave Owens advice about adjusting his run-up for his
third, final and vital jump. The advice worked and Owens made a successful jump, qualifying for the
final where he would go on to win the Gold Medal with Long gaining the Silver. This great act of
sportsmanship was made all the more special as it happened under the gaze of the German Nazi
leader Adolf Hitler, who had developed his Aryan ideology of a superior white master race. Long
was the first to congratulate Owens and the two men later walked around the stadium arm-in-arm,
even posing together for photos. Owens never forgot this act of sportsmanship – and friendship. He
said of Luz: "It took a lot of courage for him to befriend me. You can melt down all the
medals and cups I have and they wouldn’t be a plating on the 24-karat friendship I felt for Luz Long
at that moment. Hitler must have gone crazy watching us embrace."
Owens and Long remained connected after the Games, although Nazi policy and then the outbreak
of the Second World in 1939 meant that the two friends would never meet in person again. Long
was killed in action during the Battle of St Pietro in 1943.

One Act of Sporting Kindness
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Thinking further...
Research more acts of sporting kindness. Create a ‘Museum of Sporting Kindness’ display in your
classroom or school to celebrate the behaviours and values that they show - and how these are
also relevant to our behaviour towards one another today.
Record your own experience of acts of sporting kindness - those shown towards you, and those
that you have shown towards other - as a blog, vlog or poster for sharing or display.

What values and behaviours do you feel are
being shown in this example?
What inspired it?
How does it inspire you?
What can we learn and apply from it to our
lives?

Think...
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In the heat and height of competition, sport has always also offered the opportunity to develop
friendships and for individuals to show values-inspired acts of respect and generosity of spirit.


